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2 Mar - Celebrating Success!
"Celebrating Success" is to celebrate our recent winners from the
18th World Pencak Silat Championship 2018 on their
tremendous achievements by garnering 7 Gold, 6 Silver and 7
Bronze making Singapore the Overall Champion for the first
time in history.
In his speech, Mr. Sheik Alau'ddin Yacoob Marican, PBM, Chief
Executive Officer of Singapore Silat Federation was emotional by
how Jamiyah Singapore has been supporting Singapore Silat
Federation as a whole for the past years since the last President
of Jamiyah Singapore - Mr. Abu Bakar Maidin.
Dr. Mohd Hasbi Abu Bakar, the current President of Jamiyah
Singapore is proven to continue the legacy of his father in
supporting Singapore Silat Federation when we approached
them and expressed the intention to honor the Silat Champions,
where Singapore Silat Federation did not have any funds, venue,
at all. Dr. Hasbi replied was simple, "Let's do it!",
The medalists received plaque presented by Jamiyah Singapore,
a set of Songket Samping and Tanjak (this set is a symbol of
ranking in the Silat heritage history), and monetary gift.
The ceremony was graced by Mr. Saktiandi Supaat, Member of
Parliament for Bishan-Toa Payoh GRC, was proud with the
achievements of the national athletes, as he felt that it does not
only brought glory to the Malay-Muslim community in
Singapore but also to the nation.
A total of 250 guests attended the ceremony, were diplomats,
partners, such as; Sport Singapore, Singapore Sport Institute,
KIN Production, staff, management committee, fellow national
athletes, parents, family-friends.

6 Mar - 18th World Pencak Silat
Championship (AAR)
Singapore had only less than three months to organize a worldclass standard for the 18th World Pencak Silat Champion 2018,
since we got the endorsement from the International Pencak Silat
Federation right after 18th Asian Games.
With the strong support we received from Sport Singapore, and
under the leadership and guidance from Mr. Lim Teck Yin (Chief
Executive Officer of Sport Singapore), our team were able to bring
everything together.
SG Silat staff was working closely with SportSG Team, and we are
definitely grateful for the opportunity where we were able to learn
and gain great and wonderful experience from them.
Every single of us was determined, and we witnessed strong
dedication from each and everyone of us to ensure our guests had
the best experience of World Championship hosted by Singapore.
AAR-After Action Review is to deliberate on what we have learnt,
what was the issues our team faced, and overall feedback on the
organizing of the championship.

9 Mar - Holy Tree Sri
Balasubramaniar
Temple Gala Dinner

In support of SG Bicentennials 2019, SG Silat staff & management
attended the gala dinner in support of the fundraising effort. The
dinner was held at Shang-Ri La Hotel, Island Ballroom.
Our athlete contributed 5-minutes performance at the dinner too!

A celebration and appreciation night for all the partners
which have contributed at the Chingay Parade Singapore
2019 (Bicentennial Edition), where we participated in one
of the segment.

14 Mar - Chingay 2019
Awards Presentation &
Appreciation Night

The awards presentation was held at Singapore Chinese
Cultural Association.

16 Mar - Himpunan 1000 Srikandi
We were invited by Persatuan Dunia Seni Silat Melayu to be part
of the event. 3 of our Srikandi (Female "Warrior) was selected to
be part of the gathering which was held at Institut Kemahiran
Tinggi Belia Negara, Dusun Tua - Hulu Langat, Selangor Darul
Ehsan.
Activities for the gathering, are such as; mass workout, Silat
performance of each group,

18 Mar - Exhibition of
7 Harmony of Faiths
We also do welcome all race and religion to be part of our TeamSG
Singapore
Singapore Silat Federation was invited to attend the exhibition
which was held at Far East Plaza, Basement 2, organized by InterReligious Organization Singapore.

Silat, where you will get the chance to represent the nation in
regional, international and major competition!

20 Mar - "Celebrate
What's Right" Event
The event showcased the sporting ecosystem that
have been developed to support the TeamSG athlete's
pursuit of sporting excellence, through SSI's key
national initiatives of spexScholarship, spexBusiness
and spexEducation.
This event is to also officially announced the new
inclusion of TeamSG Silat together with recipients
from other sports to the spexScholarship scheme.
Our new Silat spexScholars whom were awarded on
that night at OCBC Lounge were; (L to R) Sheik
Ferdous Sheik Alau'ddin, Nurhanishah Shahrudin,
Nur Azlyana Ismail, and Siti Khadijah Mohd Shahrem.

21 Mar - Girls Camp 2019!
In collaboration with ActiveSG, we were invited to be
part of the camp in offering a Silat session for their
participants during the March one-week school holiday.
The camp is about the little minds with big imagination
girls coming together to have a fun and exciting day at
Heartbeat@Bedok.
The girls was introduced and shared on some history on
the art of Pencak Silat. They were also shown and taught
on some cool moves of Pencak Silat!

We do offer a customized
Silat program for school,
company, association, etc.
Do write in to us at
ssf@persisi.org for more
details!

22 to 24 Mar - actiFIT Asia 2019
This event is set to be Asia's signature
fitness & wellness expo, actiFit Asia
strives to bring together anyone who
have fitness and wellness close to
their heart.
Exciting programs were lined-up
throughout the three-day event which
was held over at Marina Bay Sands,
Hall E.

26 Mar - TeamSG
Istana Dinner Reception
SportSG & SSI organized the Team Singapore
Istana Dinner Reception to celebrate Team
Singapore's outstanding achievements at the
Jakarta/Palembang Asian Games, Jakarta Asian
Para Games, 2018 Gold Coast Commonwealth
Games, PyeongChang Winter Olympics and
Buenos Aires Youth Olympic Games.
The dinner was held on 26 March 2019, at Istana
Main Building, from 5.30pm till 9.30pm.
Senior Minister of State (Ministry of Culture,
Community and Youth), Ms. Sim Ann, Senior
Parliamentary Secretary (Ministry of Culture,
Community and Youth (Mr. Bae Yam Keng), and
President, Singapore National Olympic Council,
Mr. Tan Chuan-Jin were there at the dinner
reception.
The dinner reception is a chance for all athletes,
coaches, team managers and officials of the
above-mentioned Team Singapore contingents,
NSA Presidents and Secretaries, SportSG, SNOC,
SNPC, and SDSC to mingle around and get to
know about each other and each other sports.

Singapore Silat Federation was
honored to be given a chance as
exhibitor and set up our booth there
to create awareness on Pencak Silat!

30 & 31 Mar
In Collaborations with
Aikido & Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu
Yes! We do open our doors (and
windows) too to other groups to have
collaborations with our sport.
Two martial arts will be running their
events concurrently in collaborations
with Singapore Silat Federation over at
our Silat Hall at Heartbeat@Bedok.
Interested? Simply make your way to
our Silat & Sepaktakraw halls at
Heartbeat@Bedok, where we are
located at level four. The event is open
to public.

30 Mar - Maulid Procession
No plan over the weekend? How about make your way to SG
EXPO Hall 6 for "The Most Inspiration Event of the Year!
Keep a lookout for participation from Singapore Silat Federation
for the Maulid Procession on Saturday, 30 March 2019. Top
Speakers throughout the 3-days are also invited to share their
knowledge and selected topics!

For more info;
Like & Follow our FB & IG;
@sgsilat

Visit our website;
www.persisi.org

Contact us to at;
+65 6741 8837 / 6282 2316

